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Follow the adventure
of the quirkiest o�  ce

workers on the air!

An adaptation of Toren C and Working Girls

Complexe G is about everyday life at a company that 

employs six women with rather unusual behaviours. 

There is Karine, the sadistic boss; Nathalie, her assistant, 

who is also a mom and has trouble balancing work with 

her family life; Hélène, who is unattractive, depressed, 

and neurotic; Sarah, the nymphomaniac; and young 

Mégan and Méghan, the unwelcoming, undoubted 

lylazy receptionists.

Each episode explores a topic through several scenes 

drawn from work life, lasting 30 seconds to three 

minutes; you’ll watch our protagonists experience 

misfortunes,a lot of awkwardness, and simply absurd 

situations.

Complexe G is the Quebec version of a refreshing Dutch 

comedy series entitled Toren C and its French adaptation, 

Working Girls. QuébéComm holds the series’ adaptation 

rights in Canada.

Original Format from Warner Bros.

READY
TO-AIR



Agence QuébéComm, creators of entertainement, has two divisions : 
ComediHa!, specialized in comedy, and SISMYK, specialized in
variety music. 

SISMYK has a DNA  dedicated to the “spectacular” and the 

“live” ! SISMYK is leader in the production of unique events! 

SISMYK thrills its audiences with live and unique  perfor-

mances – different styles of innovative performances. 

Whether it be in Quebec or performed  internationally, 

SISMYK promises exclusive events. Here are two examples.

CÉLINE DION…UNE SEULE FOIS

It was under the stars that Québec’s most famous world
renowned artist ignited the huge outdoor stage of the 
Plains of Abraham, Québec, Canada, in a tailor-made 
performance for this spectacular show, also produced
for television.

MADONNA – THE MDNA TOUR

SISMYK presented the Madonna show on September 
2012. Over 72,000 people attended this historic event,
making it the largest crowd of the Madonna world tour, 
The MDNA Tour.

The mission of ComediHa! is to make people laugh.
ComediHa! entertains the World using various forms
of artistic expressions such as creation, production and 
distribution of multiplatform humorous content.

lol:-) is an original series of sketches of visual humor,
without dialogue, lasting from 30 to 90 seconds seen in 
over 130 countries worldwide and shot in nearly 10 coun-
tries! Produced in HD format � lm, lol:-) explores a multi-
tude of universes, each as explosively original as the other.
The series is � lmed in natural settings, highlighting
the explored territories.

SEINFELD, GOLDBERG, BENIGNI ET MALKOVICH

ComediHa! has hosted several high caliber internatio-
nal artists ; Whoopi Goldberg, John Malkovich, Roberto
Benigni and Jerry Seinfeld.  All have performed at the
ComediHa! Fest, produced by QuébéComm.
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ComediHa! Fest is the big international meeting point and 
rendez-vous of the comedy industry.

The series is � lmed in natural settings, highlighting
the explored territories.

ComediHa! Fest is the big international meeting point and 
rendez-vous of the comedy industry.


